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1. The Workforce Housing Dilemma. Does Montgomery County
have a workforce housing problem? This report explains the
difference between affordable housing and workforce housing.
It also examines some of the barriers and solutions for developing more affordable homes.
2. Buying and Renting a Home in Montgomery County. This report
focuses on the issues facing homebuyers and renters in Montgomery
County. It addresses funding sources for home rehabilitation and
purchasing assistance. The report also takes a closer look at local
rents and assistance programs for renters.
3. Expanding Locations and Development Potential. This report focuses on two of the most prominent issues associated with building
affordable housing — suitable location and land costs. It includes
model zoning ordinances and reviews other ordinance issues.
4. Eliminating Unnecessary Development Costs. This report addresses the costs of development. It discusses the cost of construction delays and details how various site planning and design
techniques can save money for both developers and homebuyers.
5. Cutting Building Costs, Not Quality. This report focuses on the
actual costs of building construction and how they can be lowered
by employing modular construction and using building techniques
that save on energy costs.
6. Helping Employees With Housing Costs. This report addresses
employer-assisted housing.
It focuses on the various
For more information on this
ways that employers can
topic, call the Montgomery
encourage home purchases
County Planning Commission
and includes examples of
at 610-278-3722.
local and regional programs.
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Eliminating Unnecessary
Development Costs
Report Four

The Costs of Development

Government regulations can add to
the cost of homes.

The costs of construction are more complex than the costs of land,
utilities, materials, labor, financing, or other soft costs. Regulations,
if not balanced and reasonable, can add significant costs to new home
construction. Regulations can add direct costs by requiring materials
or techniques that are more expensive than what a builder would otherwise use to achieve the same result. Other regulations can indirectly affect costs by lengthening the development review and approval process, which may force developers to secure additional project financing. Regulations may also limit the types and amounts of
new housing that can be built, through standards like density restrictions or overly large minimum lot sizes.
Regulations that govern new development are important for all of the
county’s municipalities, and this report is not calling for regulations
to be weakened. Local regulatory standards can create a balance between the cost of regulations and the goals they seek to achieve.
There are many ways to reduce barriers to more reasonably priced
homes without jeopardizing necessary protections. Municipalities can
play a role in making new homes affordable to workers with typical
salaries and other homebuyers with moderate incomes.

Nonregulatory Barriers to More Affordable Home Construction
Many of the largest construction costs (and sometimes the ones subject to the largest fluctuations) are things that local regulations have
little, if any, effect upon. Day-to-day market forces, even something
as random as the weather, can affect housing costs.

As land that is appropriate and
available for development becomes
more scarce over time, its cost naturally goes up. The cost of land may
account for more than 25 percent of
the final home cost.

Rapidly increasing land costs are a large part of home prices. According to a study done for the Colorado Department of Local Affairs, land
costs can account for 25 percent or more of the final home cost. As
available, reasonably located, and buildable land in Montgomery
County becomes more scarce, home prices will surely rise higher.
Another nonregulatory barrier that plays a significant role in the
rising cost of homes is the cost of building materials, especially
lumber. Rising interest rates have the unfortunate effect of decreasing the amount of money (and home) a homebuyer can afford. Lastly, labor costs in this region tend to be high, which is a
considerable expense in constructing a home.
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For more information on these topics . . .
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20Analysis%20Report.pdf
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and the Brandywine Conservancy. 1997. Conservation Design for
Stormwater Management. www.dnrec.state.de.us/dnrec2000/
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Regulatory Barriers to More Affordable Home Construction
•

Requiring buffers as a performance standard. Buffers can be required around certain areas of a site that need it most, such as
parking lots or the most intensely developed areas, instead of
routinely placed around a site’s perimeter. Additionally, residential uses may not need to be buffered from other nearby residential uses. This may cause the unintended effect of visually
segregating neighboring developments.

•

Homes with large grassy lawns ultimately need a significant amount of
money for site grading, installation,
and maintenance. Lawns can be replaced with plants that are droughtresistant and less expensive to plant
and maintain.

Promoting natural vegetation. “Landscaping” implies grading a
site for a grassy lawn in the front and back yards. Several studies
have shown that using “conservation” landscaping — or native
plants — can save money on both installation and future maintenance costs. A 2001 study by the Conservation Design Forum compared landscaping costs at a 10-acre corporate campus. The native landscaping cost $141,000 to install versus $269,000 to construct a traditional grassy landscape. The Northern Illinois Planning Commission’s 1997 natural landscaping report also found significant differences in landscaping costs, as shown below:

Installation Costs for Native Versus Turf Landscapes (1997)
Landscape Treatment

Low-End Estimate

High-End Estimate

Turf Grass

$7,800

$14,825

Native Landscaping

$3,400

$5,975

Difference (Savings)

$4,400

$8,850

The increased availability of
workforce housing would enable
hard-working and dedicated
people — including public servants such as police officers,
fire fighters, school teachers,
and nurses — to live in the communities they serve. The social
and economic benefits of having
these hard-working citizens live
in the communities where they
work is self-evident. Removing
affordable housing barriers
could reduce development costs
by up to 35%; then, millions of
hard-working American families
would be able to buy or rent
suitable housing that they otherwise could not afford.
-From the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development’s
Advisory Commission on Regulatory
Barriers to Affordable Housing
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Zoning regulations have a significant effect on housing prices, especially if they make the construction of homes within the reach of the
county’s workforce burdensome. Limiting the amount of land zoned
for densities that promote reasonably priced homes affects those with
the least money to spend on housing. For example, excessive requirements for lot size or yard size may only encourage large homes on
large properties — ensuring these homes are only attainable to higherincome households. Excessive subdivision standards, such as those for
road widths, encourage using up more land and pavement than is necessary during the construction process. Even the fact that all 352 municipalities in the Philadelphia region have unique zoning and subdivision regulations, with similar yet distinct terminology, may create
confusion and delays.
Infrastructure financing tools, such as impact fees or land dedications,
link the approval of new development proposals with the provision of
land, fees, or various improvements. Although this passes the cost of
improvements from the general public on to the developer, virtually
all of those developer costs are passed on to the homebuyer. A study
by the National Association of Home Builders estimated that impact
fees made up 12 percent of the total sale price of a new 1,500 square
foot home in San Luis Obispo (California). Although fees here tend to
be lower, they do contribute to housing costs.
The approval process can take several months to several years and is
far longer than the 30-day development proposal review undertaken
by the county. Sometimes this is caused by community opposition to
development proposals or concerns over increasing school costs. The
added delay and effort during this process can result in the need for
additional project funding. These costs are eventually passed on to
homebuyers as well.

Conclusion
Although development regulations have evolved over the years to
meet community concerns and objectives, sometimes their unintended effects add costs to housing that aren’t necessary to protect
the public’s health, safety, and welfare. Local regulations should foster a balance of home types and prices. Reducing regulatory barriers
would increase workforce housing production, decrease construction
costs, and increase livability. While local governments have little
control over the increasing costs of materials and land, they can help
foster workforce housing by turning to these design and development
techniques as a way of realizing significant savings.

Sometimes regulatory measures act as barriers to more affordable home construction. Laws that are necessary for new development may have the unintended effect of adding costs for
builders and buyers.

Depending upon the project, getting
a development proposal approved
can stretch on for years — adding
costs that are eventually passed on
to the homebuyer.

Federal and state environmental regulations, despite being necessary
for clean air and water protection and historic preservation, may add
some additional costs to new residential development. Local regulations, such as open space requirements, do have some effect on the
availability of developable land as well.
Even with the reduction of regulatory barriers, it is still up to builders
to construct housing that is affordable to the local workforce.
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Do Regulations Really Add Costs?
Navigating the web of development regulations can be complicated, but the question of their cost remains. Do regulatory barriers drive up costs? The answer is a qualified yes, even though often these regulations are necessary to protect public health,
safety, and welfare. The following are just some of the examples
of studies we found that make this point.

needs, or central HVAC systems. Additionally, the mix of commercial
uses can help subsidize the construction of the workforce units because of otherwise high construction costs.
To achieve a better mix of uses, related ordinance provisions may
have to be amended. Maximum lot coverage ratios may have to be
changed so that additional buildings can be built on existing sites. In

•

The Home Builders Association
of Southeastern Pennsylvania
found that regulatory barriers
increase building costs as much
as 35 percent.

•

•

•

•

•

The Homebuilders Association of Southeastern Pennsylvania
estimates that regulatory barriers increase building costs as
much as 35 percent.
A recent study done in the Greater Boston area concluded that
local regulations both limit new construction and add to housing
costs. As average minimum lot size increased by one-quarter of
an acre, there were 10 percent fewer homes permitted between
1980 and 2002 — although the study also reported that the connection between these two factors is declining over time. Overall, when housing characteristics, such as age of the home, total
square footage, and room size are controlled for, one additional
acre in mandated minimum lot size is associated with between an
11.5 and 13.8 percent increase in home price.
A 1999 study for the NYC Partnership and the New York City
Chamber of Commerce found the cost of new homes would go
down by as much as 25 percent with reduced regulatory barriers.

some cases, maximum building height standards may need to be
raised to allow for additional workforce housing units to be built.
Parking standards should also be reevaluated in these cases to encour-

Lower Merion Township provides
incentives for affordable housing
above retail.

age shared parking (and therefore fewer parking spots).
Lower Merion Township has a significant inventory of second- and
third-story dwellings above retail spaces on Lancaster Avenue and
Rittenhouse Place in Ardmore. A recent retail strategy report for
Ardmore recommends simplifying the steps a tenant or property
owner must go through to improve a property with both upperstory residential and first-floor retail. This would include changes
to the township’s Historic Architectural Review Board, building
code, and the Commercial Business District Guidelines.

Create flexible landscaping requirements
There is general agreement that landscaping adds to home value.

In 2000, authors Green and Malpezzi found in a study that moving
from a light regulatory environment to a heavy regulatory environment raised rents by 17 percent, increased the cost of homes
by 51 percent, and lowered homeownership rates by 10 percent.

Landscaping provides shade in the summer and protection from

A 1997 study by The Washington Post examined two versions of
what was approximately the same house, except they were built
in two different Maryland municipalities outside of Washington
D.C. The paper concluded that different regulations were part of
the reason for the disparity in sale prices — $160,000 in Upper
Marlboro and $195,000 in Dale City. Land costs were higher in
Dale City, and the water/sewer connection fees in Dale City were
more than twice those of Upper Marlboro.

allow modifications to landscaping requirements, including:

In a recently published paper by the University of Pennsylvania’s
Wharton School, authors Joseph Gyourko and Anita Summers
found that the Philadelphia region regulates development more
strictly than most other U.S. metropolitan areas. Their findings
also showed that developers spend more time and money, seek
more approvals, and work with more stringent zoning regulations
than almost anywhere else in the country.
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harsh winters. However, standards with strict landscaping requirements could add unnecessary costs to the price of a home.
To promote affordable home construction, municipalities can

•

Allowing smaller minimum tree sizes. Depending upon the soil
type and local requirements, planting trees gets more and more
expensive as the size of the tree and its roots increase. Requiring
trees with a slightly smaller caliper, such as 2 inches instead of
2.5 inches, would reduce costs.

•

Creating flexible street tree requirements. Many local ordinances
require street trees along all new streets. Existing trees on a site
may not count toward this requirement, or the preservation of
existing trees on a site may not be encouraged at all. Existing
trees can be preserved and replanted on a site and can count toward the overall landscaping or buffer requirement.
Page 17

Streamlining the Review and Approval Process
left in the county that could support a new large scale residential de-

It is possible for municipalities and other government entities to
streamline the development review and approval process. Doing this
should make new residential development a little less burdensome,
encouraging better-planned communities that are inclusive of households of all income levels, ages, and sizes. The following paragraphs
offer some ideas on how to expedite reviews and approvals:

velopment. Because of this, municipalities may also want to consider
reducing the minimum site size for mixed residential development or
cluster development, which would allow for the expanded use of either of these techniques.
Communities that do increase the number or density of areas where

•

higher density development is allowed may also want to consider
adopting design requirements. This will help ensure quality construction as well as the utilization of techniques to help these denser de-

Higher density development can
create an incentive for affordable
home construction — because high
land costs are spread out over a
greater number of units. Ardmore
Crossing in Lower Merion Township,
is a recently built townhouse development that set aside several units
for sale at more-affordable prices
to qualifying local households.

velopments fit in with the rest of their surroundings. For example,
Riverview (in West Norriton Township) is being built under the condition that a detailed set of design guidelines are followed. The guidelines address lighting design, street furniture, building facades, building materials, and parking.

Permit mixed residential types and a mix of uses
in appropriate districts
Historically, zoning regulations have separated various commercial and
industrial uses from local residential areas. This makes sense when a
municipality wishes to separate noxious uses. However, there are many

Using the same terminology countywide will help to familiarize
both developers and the public with the appropriate local regulations. The Montgomery County Planning Commission recently published a set of guidelines, Advisory Guidelines for the Montgomery
County Comprehensive Plan, for keeping terminology consistent
among zoning districts.

Regional planning efforts can help
streamline the municipal-level review and approval process for new
development proposals.
•

benefits to allowing a mix of uses or housing types in districts that, up
until recently, may have had no mix at all.
Developments with a mix of housing types easily allow for smaller
units or homes on smaller lots to be built. Lantern Hill, a recently
constructed residential development near the center of Doylestown, is
feet of office and retail space, parks and green areas, and walking
paths for residents and neighbors. The housing units include 9 singlefamily detached homes, 76 townhomes, 24 manor homes, and 8 twins.
The variety of housing types allows for a variety of housing prices.
•

home to a mix of residential and commercial uses. These areas could

Lantern Hill, a recently built development in Doylestown, provides a
mix of residential types for a wide
variety of homebuyers.

absorb more workforce housing units as infill development, both in
existing buildings or as new construction. Typically, these areas have
infrastructure already in place, with easy access to amenities and
public transportation. Redevelopment sites, on the other hand, can
be the perfect place for new development that seamlessly fits into
existing neighborhoods. Mixed-use development could also be a
source of cost savings through shared parking, common maintenance
Page 16

Keep ordinances updated. Zoning and subdivision ordinances may
be reprinted infrequently, so it isn’t uncommon to come across an
outdated table of contents or recent amendments placed out of
order. An outdated ordinance can be difficult to understand, but
this is easily fixed by contracting with a company to publish codes
online or to distribute ordinance updates.
It is important to keep codes current with planning ideology, as
new planning concepts and techniques become more widely embraced. Some local municipal ordinances were written years ago,
and have been sporadically amended. Municipalities may want to
consider rewriting their zoning and subdivision ordinances if their
codes need more than just a few small changes.

a good example. This development has 117 homes, 62,400 square

Downtown areas or potential redevelopment sites could easily be

Encourage more consistency in terminology among local zoning
and subdivision ordinances. Each of the 62 municipalities in
the county has its own municipal code, each with its own
terms and definitions for anywhere from 10 to 25 distinct zoning districts. This adds time to the process of understanding
local development requirements. Smaller developers may have
to hire consulting planners, which adds additional costs.

Make greater use of e-mail and the Internet. All forms and applications, as well as submissions for development proposals, can be
made available or submitted online. Lower Providence, for example, has placed many of its planning, zoning, and open space
forms and procedures on the township’s website.
Additionally, the Internet could be used to provide application
status or an easy way to communicate with review officials. Providing constant updates to a website, however, could require
dedicated funding or additional staff time.
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•

Allow for a one-stop permitting process. Florida has a one-stop
permitting system to make the state’s reviews more user-friendly.
It also adopted an expedited review process for affordable housing projects. Berkeley’s (California) one-stop permit center has
reduced the average review time for development proposals.

The increase in net density that cluster development creates can help
make homes more reasonably priced.

Pennsylvania law allows for the
power of plan approvals to be delegated to the planning commission.
This can significantly speed up proposal review periods.

The National Association of Home
Builders polled builders in 42
markets around the country
about their experiences with
regulatory authorities from the
time of land purchase to the time
of final home sale. They reported
that about 10 percent of the cost
of building a new home could be
saved by using a streamlined
process. Particularly, they felt
encouraging coordination among
permitting agencies and establishing specific approval process
time limits would help cut costs.

Delegate the power of plan approvals to the planning commission.
Elected officials may not have the technical expertise to properly
evaluate and approve development proposals. Additionally, municipal-level meetings often take place monthly, even if meetings
are needed more frequently. A planning commission with advice
from a professional planner or consultant could promptly make
informed decisions on behalf of a municipality.

price, but it has been used successfully in communities that provide
affordable homes. A residential development in Davis (California)
saved about $800 per home on infrastructure costs alone because of
its cluster design. The Center for Watershed Protection found cost
savings ranged from 11-66 percent in other cluster developments.

In Montgomery County, most municipalities essentially already
have one stop permitting for their own requirements. To help
applicants, municipalities may want to have applications available
for other entities, including sewer and water authorities, the conservation district, and state agencies.
•

Cluster development alone does not necessarily ensure a lower sales

Even with the potential cost savings, developers may need incentives to construct cluster developments. Many local cluster zoning
ordinances provide incentives in exchange for using this technique
— a density bonus is commonly provided to allow an increase in the
number of lots permitted in the subdivision. This could be granted
if workforce housing units are provided in new subdivisions. A reTraditional development: 12 units on 6 acres
Open space: None
Total density: 2 units/acre

duction in road construction standards (roadway width, centerline
radii, curbing, cul-de-sac radius, drainage requirements, etc.),
when deemed appropriate, is another commonly used cluster development incentive.

Provide incentives for higher-density development
•

Make use of the sketch plan process. This is an opportunity for a
developer to discuss a site’s development to assess if initial ideas
are worth pursuing. Sketch plans can also be submitted to the
county’s planning commission for review and comment.
Not all municipalities take full advantage of this tool. Some may
delay responding to a sketch plan in favor of receiving more information. As developers submit more information, however, a more
fully engineered plan likely emerges. This makes it harder to go
back and change a plan. Although the sketch plan process is voluntary, municipalities should strongly encourage developers to
submit sketch plans. This could save a significant amount of
money in the long run by calling attention to potential changes
early in the review process and speed up the approval process.

•

Allowing higher density development can help create more affordable home construction. Because the purchase price of the development site is spread out over a greater number of units, the cost
of land and site improvements per unit is less. And the increased
supply of homes likely will lower their cost. Municipalities can
save money from higher density development as well. They gain
Clustered detached units: 12 units on 3 acres
Open space: 3 acres
Total density: 2 units/acre
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services — school busing, garbage collection, mail delivery, or
street sweeping. Higher-density developments can include multifamily units, single-family homes, or both.
Municipalities should ensure that a sufficient amount of land is zoned
for medium- and higher-density development. This could mean rezoning excess land that is zoned industrial, downsizing lots, or allowing
residential uses in office or commercial districts. Municipalities may

Expedite the review process, especially for small or affordable
subdivisions. This can be done under existing Pennsylvania state
law. Both Tucson (Arizona) and Cincinnati (Ohio) have done just
that. In Cincinnati, plans for developments with up to 20 units
must be decided upon within eight to ten days after submission.
To expedite approval, developers should ensure their proposals
are complete and include all necessary supplemental material.

efficiencies in the provision of municipal or other governmental

also consider moderate increases in density in existing residential
zones, which would increase the supply of homes while saving costs.
Nonresidential districts with low-impact uses, such as office parks,
are logical places to include high-density residential areas. Office
Clustered attached units: 12 units on 1.5 acres
Open space: 4.5 acres
Total density: 2 units/acre

parks are typically in areas with good transportation access and public
utility service. This would also put new residential areas closer to
employment centers. There are increasingly few developable sites
Page 15

Municipalities can begin their review process concurrent with the
county’s review. The county’s review happens within thirty days
after a plan is submitted to the county’s planning commission.

Overall maintenance costs will be reduced since regular mowing
of grassy basins is no longer necessary. The cost of retrofitting
will depend upon the size of the basin, the number of basins being
retrofitted, the level of detail, and the size and species of the
plant material used.
•

•

Stormwater best management practices can successfully be integrated
into residential settings, such as the
rain garden shown above.
(Bottom graphic courtesy of the
Prince George’s County Department
of Environmental Resources.)

Green roofs are layers of vegetation that are installed on building
roofs. They manage stormwater runoff by retaining and filtering
runoff in the plant layer’s soil and roots. Additionally, vegetated
roofs help insulate the building below, aiding with heating and
cooling costs. They also extend the life of the physical roof by
two to three times, according to a recent publication by the City
of Chicago. Costs depend upon how intensive the plantings are
but range between $18-$25 per square foot.
Porous pavement is a permeable surface with an underlying
reservoir that holds surface runoff before it infiltrates into the
soil below. It is used instead of traditional pavement and is
most commonly used in parking lots and driveways or for paved
areas with little traffic.
Porous pavement is much more expensive than conventional pavement, with costs of $2-$3 per square foot versus $.50-$1 for regular pavement. However, porous pavement may need to be replaced less frequently, which could substantially reduce costs.

•

For example, Austin’s S.M.A.R.T. Housing program (Texas) fast
tracks reviews for affordable housing proposals. On average,
these reviews take half the time than of a conventional review. In return, this program waives a percentage of development fees based on the overall percent of the “reasonably
priced” units provided.

Municipalities can do a number of
things, from making forms available
online to keeping ordinances updated and in print, to expedite the
construction process.

In Pennsylvania, Section 503-A(a)(5)(i) of the Municipalities Planning Code allows transportation impact fees to be waived for affordable housing.
•

Avoid time delays in scheduling or rescheduling zoning hearing
board meetings. Since zoning hearing boards don’t always meet
frequently, delays add significant time to the approval process.
To reduce delays due to illness or absences, municipalities can
appoint alternate zoning hearing board members. They can also
consider using a hearing officer, which is authorized by the Municipalities Planning Code. A hearing officer can conduct hearings
and render decisions on behalf of a zoning hearing board, freeing
up other members to use more of their time for reviews.

Create opportunities for clustering
Communities can create new opportunities for affordable housing construction by allowing cluster development. Cluster development is a
compact form of growth where homes are placed on smaller lots and
grouped densely together to allow for lower density (usually open
space) elsewhere on the site. The number of homes allowed on the
site should not be any fewer than would be allowed in a conventional
site design. Buildings are placed on the most developable portion of a
site, and because lot sizes are smaller (and cost less per unit), streets
and utility lines can be shorter and less expensive to install. Costs
can also be cut because of reduced clearing and grading.

Waive or reduce permit fees for workforce housing projects or
projects funded through the Montgomery County Department of
Housing and Community Development. Additionally, real property
transfer fees, mortgage recording fees, or other taxes on workforce housing developments can be waived or reduced.

•

Train lay review boards. Professional decision-making requires
the appointment of individuals who are both interested in holding
an official position and able to make high-quality decisions to
benefit the public good. Membership on municipal boards often
has frequent turnover, which makes in-service training and orientation sessions all the more important.

Municipalities that do not already permit cluster development should
consider allowing it by right, which would allow for a shorter and lesscostly review process. Additionally, local codes may need updating to
support cluster site design. Road frontages, lot size, or setbacks
should be amended to allow for the preservation of environmentally
sensitive areas, rural architecture, or other unique or historical sites.

Municipalities can arrange for their own educational courses or inhouse seminars. Additionally, the county offers courses from the
Pennsylvania Municipal Planning Education Institute (PMPEI)
throughout the year, which should be offered to both new and
experienced officials.
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Strategies to Cut Down on Unnecessary Costs
The continued rise in housing development costs is problematic in
many ways. Not only do high housing prices effectively eliminate prospective buyers from the local housing market, but they can potentially drive households and businesses away from Montgomery County.
When businesses choose to locate elsewhere for lower housing costs,
it threatens the economic growth of the county.
While there may not be a straightforward way to control housing development costs, local governments, developers, and other interested
groups have a real stake in regulating the housing development process to assure quality construction and community character while controlling (or even reducing) costs. This section details different ways
to decrease development costs through the local regulatory process.
They range from stormwater best management practices to smaller or
narrower lots and smaller housing units.

Stormwater BMPs take a variety of shapes and sizes. Below are
some of the most commonly used techniques:
•

Rain barrels are perhaps the simplest way of cutting down on
runoff and management costs. Stormwater is redirected from
traditional gutters into a barrel and can be used to water a
lawn or garden. While the cost of a barrel is relatively low,
perhaps $100, they really only capture runoff from the roof of
a home. Homeowners can easily construct a rain barrel.

•

Grassy channels, or swales, can be used in place of engineered
curbs, gutters, and storm drains. They are a series of linear
and vegetated areas designed to treat and slow runoff. As runoff flows, it is treated by the swale’s vegetation, and the water eventually filters into the soil beneath. Swales can cost 23 times less to install than traditional stormwater management
systems with curbs, inlets, and piping. And unlike storm sewers, they should never need to be replaced.

•

Rain gardens can be used in place of detention basins residential construction. At the Somerset development in Prince
George’s County (Maryland), installing rain gardens cost
$100,000 — far less than the $400,000 it would have cost to
construct detention pond(s). Depending upon the site’s conditions and the types of plants used, a rain garden averages $3$4 per square foot. Rain gardens can be easily built in underutilized areas of a site, such as setbacks or parkways.

•

Bioretention areas provide stormwater runoff treatment and
storage, frequently in parking lots. They are similar in nature
to rain gardens. The runoff is channeled into a shallow depression until it soaks into the ground or is discharged. Bioretention costs can range from $10-$40 per square foot to install,
based on the need for plants, curbs, and storm drains. A medical office, also in Prince George’s County, used bioretention in
its parking lot and reduced the amount of storm drain pipe
used during construction from 800 feet to 230 feet, saving
$24,500 (50 percent of the overall drainage costs).

•

Naturalized basins are stormwater control facilities that are
planted with native vegetation rather than maintained as
mown lawn. They are meant to serve multiple functions, including flood prevention, pollutant removal, and creation of
wildlife habitat. Basins can be naturalized initially during construction or as a retrofit to existing development.

The stormwater caught in this rain
barrel reduces runoff and can be used
for watering the lawn or garden.

Allow for narrower streets
Some municipalities require larger residential street widths than
needed, even for developments without large volumes of traffic.
Sometimes the rationale for wider streets is for emergency vehicle
access, snowplows, or garbage trucks — even though most narrow
streets can easily accommodate these vehicles. A street serving a
smaller development or a use with a lower intensity can easily be narrower than a street that serves more traffic. Narrow streets save
money because less pavement is used during construction, and a 24-28
foot width is reasonable for most two-way residential streets.

A study done for Longmont,
Colorado suggested that narrow
residential streets are safer
than wide streets. Streets between 22 and 30 feet were
found to have the fewest automobile-related accidents. The
study also suggested that curvilinear streets were safer than
straight streets.
Note: Two-way streets less than 26
feet in width will likely require onstreet parking restrictions.

Construction costs for paving were about $15-$20/square yard in
2006. Reducing residential street standards from a width of 32 feet to
26 feet would save approximately $1,200 for a 100-foot long road.
Narrower streets also mean reduced costs for clearing and grading,
stormwater drainage, and regular maintenance.
Although some communities require residential streets to be at least
30 feet wide or greater, streets can be as narrow as 16-18 feet and
still be safe. Municipalities should consider allowing reduced street
widths for certain types of developments (such as those in a cluster
development or specifically in a workforce housing development).
Standards for streets can be tailored to a development’s expected
use or size. Montgomery County’s comprehensive plan recommends that a width of 24-28 feet on most residential streets, with
parking on both sides, is sufficient. Lower Merion Township, for
example, has a residential street width requirement of 27 feet.
With township approval, streets can be as narrow as 18 feet in the
township’s cluster district.
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Bioretention areas, such as this
one in the parking lot of the Upper
Dublin Township building, can reduce the need for conventional
storm drains.
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When front setbacks are reduced, extra care should be given to the
design and placement of garages or carports, so they do not dominate
the streetscape. Additionally, reducing front setback distances works
best on local residential streets, since greater setbacks are generally
needed on busier streets.

Allow for roads with shorter lengths
Today’s residential streets are typically designed for homeowner privacy and efficient traffic flow — some of the reasons cul-de-sacs are
an increasingly popular design option. Alternate road configurations
may not occur to a developer who isn’t deviating from the layouts
designed for previously successful developments.

As both side or front setbacks are reduced, additional landscaping may be necessary to enhance streetscapes and unify
the neighborhood.

Denser residential construction, such as a cluster development, typically
results in less road length per home. The less roadway built, the more
money saved on grading, pavement, and maintenance costs. Shorter
streets also require shorter utility and water lines. Additionally, having
a shorter distance to traverse means greater efficiency and cost savings
for things like snowplowing, road salting, or garbage pickup.

Lot Dimensions

Shorter setbacks save costs by reducing the amount of pavement
needed for driveways while creating
more livable outdoor space with larger backyards.

Lot frontage can be reduced by
creating longer and narrower lots.
The lots above actually have the
same area.

Lot frontage determines the number of linear feet of roadway per
lot, which is then directly linked to the amount of pavement,
curbs, stormwater controls, utility lines, and sidewalks that are
necessary in a new development. All of these add to the cost of a
home. Lot frontages can be easily reduced, especially for singlefamily detached homes.
Cutting down on lot width requirements is another consideration for
municipalities. There are several approaches that can be taken to
reduce lot width sizes. In many cases, the lot width can simply be
reduced because the current requirement is needlessly wide. In a
slightly different approach, zero lot line configurations place homes
on one of the side lot lines, leaving the open yard space to one side of
the home. The side and rear yards, along with occasionally the front
yard, can be enclosed by walls to create a courtyard. This gives the
illusion that the lot is large while creating outdoor space and retaining
privacy between homes. Atrium homes are built so that the major
rooms (living room or family room) open onto a central court or
atrium area. In a higher-density setting, atrium homes can be attached units with one or no sideyards. This design can cut energy
costs because external sun and wind exposure is minimized. Zipper
lots are designed with a rear lot line that jogs back and forth. This
creates varying depths in the rear yard and concentrates usable space
on one side of the lot.

Utilize stormwater best management practices
Getting stormwater into a pipe as quickly as possible isn’t the only
approach to stormwater management. Best management practices,
or BMPs, can be utilized in a variety of situations to both manage the
quality and quantity of stormwater runoff as well as save money on
stormwater management costs. These techniques also tend to meet
local and state requirements for stormwater management. And since
land cost is generally the largest expense in stormwater control facilities, incorporating stormwater control into other landscaping elements (as BMPs tend to) makes more land available for housing.
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According to the Chesapeake Bay Program, shortening streets can save
about $150 per linear foot, which includes savings from streamlined
pavement, curb, and storm sewer construction. Using this figure, reducing a street by 100 feet could save a developer about $15,000.
The Brandywine Conservancy, in conjunction with the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, did a study
in 1997 comparing the costs of conventional development to various
types of conservation development. For example, one case compared
a conventional development with a redesigned proposal for a village
cluster. These were compared to a third redesign, which involved
parkways throughout the site. Total road length and costs were significantly reduced in each of the redesigned examples (see below).

Alternate Road Configurations Save Money . . .
Alternate lot configurations allow
for the construction of shorter
roads. From the top, the roadway
length increases with different configurations from 1,650 feet, to 2,250
feet, and finally 2,500 feet, each in
developments with 39 lots.
Graphic from Rural by Design:
Maintaining Small Town Character.

Conventional
Development

Village Cluster

Parkways

Total Street Length

13,388 feet

11,828 feet

7,800 feet

Street Width

30 feet with
curbing

20 feet

About 20 feet

Cost per Linear Foot

$150

$85

$85

Development Cost
(1996 Dollars)

$2,008,200

$1,005,380

$663,000

Development Cost
(adjusted to 2006 Dollars)

$2,577,920

$1,290,603

$851,091
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San Diego’s 1992 inclusionary
housing study recommended
several changes in parking
regulations to save on construction costs, including:
•

Shorten parking stalls by
3 feet

•

Allow shared parking

•

Reduce guest parking requirements by 30 percent

The report anticipated this
could result in savings from
$165-$3,860 per unit.

Reduce parking requirements and parking space
dimensions when possible

Reduce lot sizes, setbacks, yard requirements,
and lot dimensions

Studies have found that moderate-income households may own fewer
cars than similar households with higher incomes. Workforce housing
could be built with fewer parking spaces because of the likely decreased demand for parking. Doing this could save money since land
otherwise used for parking could be used for new homes and other
amenities. In addition, parking lot construction costs are very high.
Depending on the cost of land and the type of parking proposed, costs
per space can easily top $10,000.

Lot Sizes

Longmont (Colorado) reduced its parking standards for new reasonably
priced housing developments to require fewer off-street parking
spaces for each affordable dwelling unit. In Santa Monica (California),
1.5 parking spaces/unit are required (down from 2 spaces/unit) for
moderately priced homes with two bedrooms.

In the zero lot line home on the right,
the house is shifted to one side, which
creates a useable side yard for outdoor activities. It also reduces the lot
width by 20 percent (see conventional
lot on the left).

Consider modifying sidewalk requirements

In a rural setting, sidewalks may
not be necessary, especially if
trails or other pathways are provided to connect residents to
each other.

The county’s planning commission strongly recommends sidewalks in
most areas of the county. There are a few limited areas, in some of
the county’s more rural parts, that may be able to support residential
development with sidewalks on one side of the street. A complete
lack of sidewalks or pathways presents both safety and quality of life
concerns and is something we don’t recommend in any new residential construction. However, having sidewalks on one side of the street
can reduce overall paving costs while still providing a safe and pleasant pedestrian environment.
For example, Seattle’s SEA Streets demonstration project
(Washington) provides stormwater drainage that mimics the predevelopment landscape. However, this project also utilized numerous cost-saving techniques to reduce impervious surfaces. Sidewalks were provided along one side of a redesigned curvilinear
street. A pilot project with a cost of $850,000, it included an extensive design and communications budget because of the need to
work closely with residents on the design. Subsequent redesigns
are anticipated to cost far less.
Communities can also allow for the use of alternate, lower-cost materials. Depending upon location and use, pathways in a low-density
rural setting (that do not cross driveways) can be surfaced with bituminous paving or woodchips.
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Creative lot layouts, such as homes
on small lots (above) or in zero lot
line configurations (below) allow for
cost savings that can be passed on to
the homebuyer.

Large minimum lot sizes often result in large single-family homes and
discourage the construction of smaller, affordable homes. Providing
developers with flexible requirements can give them the creativity
they need to produce lots and homes that are compact, attractive,
and affordable.
In fact, a home on a smaller lot could be appealing to a large part of
the population. This includes first-time homebuyers who can’t afford
a larger home, small families who don’t need the extra space, or
older homeowners who are looking to downsize.
Lots can be creatively designed to promote workforce housing construction. In years past, lots in the range of 3,000 - 6,000 square feet
were not uncommon. Today, that’s a better approximation of the
average single-family detached home size and lot sizes are even larger. Lots in Montgomery County averaged just over 19,000 square
feet in 2005. Building a compact development with smaller lots is
certainly still possible. The easiest way is to just build smaller homes
on narrower lots while keeping a traditional block configuration. Providing for alternative layouts, such as zero lot line houses, is also possible. Developers of homes on small lots need to pay attention to
both parking design, so that garages don't dominate the landscape,
and privacy concerns, since homes are placed closer to each other
than usual. Some ordinances require walls that are built on lot lines
to be windowless for this reason.
Yard Requirements
Rigid side yard requirements can result in very little usable space for
homeowners. Shorter side setbacks allow for narrower lots and
shorter street lengths. These narrower lots promote denser development but also allow more lots or homes to fit on a street. Even if
homes are not clustered, this may allow for greater economies of
scale on smaller development sites.
Setbacks
Front setbacks frequently require a home to be set back 40-60 feet
from the street right-of-way, which is usually another 10-15 feet from
the curb. Reduced front setback requirements allow for shorter
driveways, smaller front yards, shorter sewer and water lines, less
site clearing, and less landscaping. According to a study done for the
Illinois Conservation Foundation, a typical driveway costs $13,000 to
install. Reducing its length from 30 feet to 20 feet would save $230
per home (assuming a 16-foot driveway width).
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